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Tim Moore 19 HOURS AGO

On a standard map of the world, Newfoundland is a cartographical outcast,
hiding behind Greenland up in that lonely, top-left corner. But lean over a
globe and its proximity to Europe becomes startlingly apparent: a shade over
3,000km to Ireland or Portugal, not much more than half the transatlantic
distance to New York.

This adjacency shaped the province’s post-indigenous history, a new land to be
found through no more than a wrong turn, contrary winds or a premeditated
short, sharp foray into the unknown. A hardy band of Vikings settled here for a
few decades back in the 11th century, and 400 years later Giovanni Caboto —
John Cabot to his Bristolian sponsors — kick-started Newfoundland’s defining
industry when his crew lowered a basket into the waters off the Avalon
peninsula and brought it up flapping with fat silver cod.

The province’s surprisingly-near-to-Europeness reached peak significance in
1866, when an undersea telegraph cable was laid from old world to new,
securing the tiny coastal settlement of Heart’s Content a place in
telecommunications history.

Yet as a destination, Newfoundland and Labrador — to give Canada’s
easternmost province its full name, encompassing the world’s 16th-largest
island and an especially empty wedge of mainland coast — lies enticingly deep
in tourism’s uncharted backwaters. Getting here from Europe means flying
right over it to mainland Canada, then catching a small plane back.

It’s a route that allows a favourable scenic comparison. The mainland is a pan-
flat, dead-dull study in lake-speckled pine forest; drop through the fog that
reliably wreathes Newfoundland and rearing cliffs vault from a froth-fringed
Atlantic, stacked around jagged inlets and backed with big green hills. You have
to look hard for evidence of human occupation. The province has almost as
much coastline as the UK, but fewer inhabitants than Bristol’s metropolitan
area.

St John’s is home to a third of all Newfoundlanders, its steep streets lined with
jaunty multicoloured clapboard mansions that defy the morning mist, known
to the locals as “jelly-bean houses”. Behind the bracingly mercantile dock front,
all shipping containers and monumental cargo vessels, its downtown
pavements are crammed with dim, noisy taverns of varying authenticity. Many
advertise a promise to “screech in” visitors, certifying them as honorary
Newfoundlanders in boozy, knockabout ceremonies.

Come from Away, the feelgood musical based on the sudden influx of
international air travellers here in the immediate aftermath of 9/11, helped
cement Newfoundland’s reputation as the friendliest corner of a famously
friendly nation. The production’s global success certainly boosted visitor
numbers, but distilling Newfoundland’s appeal down to folksiness and whimsy
is to undersell this singular, timeless island. Yes, everybody sings sea shanties,
and yes, there’s a town called Dildo (sample fridge magnet: “Just a little place
till everyone came”). But the real draw of the province lies in a distinctive
otherness and the multinational pioneer spirit that still keeps its inner fires
burning.

This is a place that has chosen to run
three and a half hours behind UTC (an
artisan chocolatier produces “After 8.30”
mints). Newfoundland was a British
colony until voting to join Canada in
1949, yet also hosts the only officially
Gallic nugget of Canada: just a few miles
off its south coast lie the islands of St
Pierre and Miquelon, home to 6,000
bona fide, euro-spending Frenchmen
(who for good measure have their own
timezone, an hour ahead of the rest of

Atlantic Canada).

Newfoundland and Labrador’s story is all about the sea. For half a millennium,
cod was the only reason anyone who wasn’t a telegraph pioneer came here.
Even today, almost everyone lives around the lighthouse-studded coast. On the
drive out of St John’s, the place names pay tribute to those net-dangling
Europeans who sailed across the north Atlantic: Portugal Cove, Spaniard’s Bay,
Skibbereen, Holyrood.

Most came only as seasonal visitors. The earliest permanent British settlement
at Cupids, a clutch of cottages and a white church staring at a huge granite
hump across a narrow bay, was founded by Bristolians in 1610. At the town’s
Legacy Centre, actors wearing period costume tell tales from hardbitten history
in accents that veer between West Country and west Ireland. The current
native twang retains plenty of both influences: at the telegraph museum in
Heart’s Content, a guide speaks reverentially of the moment “the cable was
sploiced”. 

On the warm autumn days of my visit, the sea is a big black mirror, betraying
none of the hostility that meant early generations of sailors never bothered
learning to swim: to do so would simply delay the inevitable consequence of
ending up in the north Atlantic. Cold comfort, perhaps, for the coastal
communities that found themselves abruptly confined to land in 1992, when
the collapse of Newfoundland’s overexploited cod fishery led to a moratorium
that threw 15 per cent of the province’s entire workforce on the dole overnight.
It was a calamity that drove a 10th of the population away, many to the oilfields
of Alberta, and obliged the island to reboot its economy.

Five hundred years on, Newfoundland was once again the land of opportunity
for a very different breed of foreign adventurer.

“I was a professional drinker for a year,” says Peter Wilkins, with a breezy,
burnished smile. As a public-school-educated kinetic artist with a Venice
Biennale show under his belt, the 54-year-old Englishman still seems
cheerfully bemused to find himself running an artisan distillery on the sands of
Clarke’s Beach, an hour west of St John’s. Fronting a 2006 TV series about
global drinking cultures with the comedian Dom Joly, an old friend, would
seem of patchy practical utility, but in six years Wilkins has built the
Newfoundland Distillery Company into a burgeoning international concern.

“We take whatever grows here and try to make it alcohol-y,” he says, levering
the lid off a fermenting vat of spruce tips to release a heady waft of Bad Santa’s
breath. “This was the first distillery to open in the province for more than a
century, and the first ever to produce a completely local spirit.” Fulfilling this
mission statement meant persuading a nearby farmer to plant the first 20 acres
of barley to be cultivated on the island. Big tubs of kelp, lingonberries, caribou
moss and savory are stacked around the bulbous copper stills; Wilkins has won
medals for his seaweed gin and chaga rum, steeped with a fungus that grows on
Newfoundland’s birch trees.

He’s been on the island since 1998, having met and married a Newfoundlander
in Prague, yet still exudes the new arrival’s wide-eyed zeal. “As office windows
go, I’m not sure you can beat this,” he says, gazing out at the broad, calm
waters of Conception Bay. The office walls aren’t bad either, adorned with
artworks he created by photographing iconic album covers on a high-speed
turntable. (“That one with all the blues is John Lennon’s Imagine.”)

On a seafront deck outside, smiling customers sip cocktails and nibble at the
distillery restaurant’s high-grade locally sourced bar snacks. As with
everywhere in the province, those with the biggest smiles have gone for smoked
salmon and seafood. (Newfoundland fish and chips might be some of the best
going, but with a sea full of peerless shellfish and squid you can always do
better.) 

Beyond the Avalon peninsula, you’re into the backwoods of the backwoods, the
windswept voids between settlements ever more drawn out. Even the weather
seems to lose its bearings: great banks of sea fog sweep through in bewildering
profusion, turning August into February and back again in minutes. Port
Rexton didn’t get electricity until the late 1950s, and even today anyone
building a house will need to dig a well. John and Peggy Fisher had to dig two
while putting up and refurbishing the cluster of delightful wooden buildings
that together comprise the Fishers’ Loft Inn, perched above Trinity Bay on a
heathery hillside.

“We were simply bewitched by the beauty,” says John, remembering the 1989
holiday here that ended with the couple buying a house — one of the first ever
sold to an outsider.

Inevitably, John Fisher has also “come from away” — an Englishman who
emigrated to Canada as a young man and made his name in Toronto theatre
management and community planning. “There is a definite British feel about
this part of the island,” he admits. Dame Judi Dench, who stayed at Fishers’
Loft while filming The Shipping News in 2001, was captivated by Port Rexton’s
gaily painted clapboard homes, their neat dormer windows, the Somerset
voices, the general sense of few-peopled, green-hilled rusticity. “It was,” said
Dench, “the way I imagine England to have been a hundred years ago.”

Peggy and John Fisher at Fishers’ Loft in Port Rexton

Inside Fishers’ Loft, it’s more like the way you imagine a tastefully gentrified
second home in Devon to be today: cosy low ceilings, smooth planks on the
floor, Farrow & Ball on the walls. The dim, companionable restaurant looks
over a winsome kitchen garden that provides root crops and salad leaves,
artistically laid with sinuous raised beds that echo the inn’s grass labyrinth.

Romantic outsiders, coming in with fresh eyes and big dreams, always seem
the first to appreciate Newfoundland’s potential, and the opportunities
presented by its traumatic fishery collapse. Fisher contracted former
boatbuilders to make his inn’s furniture, and ex-fishermen to dig out his wells.

Around the coast at Trinity, Tineke Gow recalls how she fell for Newfoundland
as her ship sailed past in 1967, en route from her native Netherlands to the
Canada Expo. The derelict house that she and her husband bought in Trinity 10
years later (“The locals thought I was so naive’”) now forms the heart of the
Artisan Inn, another collection of thoughtfully renovated buildings in another
reborn fishing town.

When a tornado took down the property’s seafront wall in 2000, the Gows
could have given up. Instead they took the opportunity to rebuild and extend,
incorporating a restaurant despite a lack of any experience in catering. “Up
here we seem to thrive on disaster,” says their daughter Marieke, who manages
the prospering food side.

Trinity is now the poster child for this region’s visitor-magnet coastal
renaissance, a carefully curated collation of newly painted old homes with
mossy slates and Georgian windows, cavernous wooden churches and wobbly,
raw-plank jetties that nudge into cold, clear water. Every vista begs for a pair of
bonneted ladies in crinolines, or a grubby old sailor with a clay pipe wedged in
his beard.

Outsiders once came to Newfoundland to hunt whales; today they’re here to
watch them. Or sometimes, when the fog out in Trinity Bay thickens to full
impenetrability around your inflatable boat, just to listen in vain for the
swoosh of a blowhole. In truth, by autumn the whale season is ending, as it is
for the nesting puffins: when the mist clears, the last trio of bright-beaked
stragglers flap desperately past, back out for another solitary year on the wild
open Atlantic.

But time spent on these fabled seas is never wasted. The geology is thrillingly
savage, towering slabs and prisms of battleship granite that shoot from the
shoreline at crazy angles, or pierce the flat water like half-sunk Stonehenges.
There are sea caves hewn from glittering black rock, bald eagles perched high
on clifftop pines, inland vales speckled with poppies and lilac asters. And
ghosting through the shoreside vegetation lie the desolate, bleached remains of
an abandoned outport, faded, fallen-down jelly-bean houses, the half-steepled
hulk of a church.

Details

Tim Moore was a guest of Atlantic Canada (atlanticcanadaholiday.co.uk) and Newfoundland &
Labrador Tourism (newfoundlandlabrador.com). JAG Hotel in St John’s (steelehotels.com) has
double rooms from £115, Fishers’ Loft Inn in Port Rexton (fishersloft.com) from £88, and Artisan
Inn & Vacation Homes in Trinity (trinityvacations.com) from £85
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An iceberg in the Narrows, off St John’s

The view of Clarke’s Beach from Peter Wilkins’ office at the Newfoundland Distillery Company Wilkins (right) with chief distiller William Carter © David Howells

The gardens at Fishers’ Loft, with Trinity Bay in the distance

Trinity — ‘the poster child for the region’s coastal renaissance’

Tineke Gow at the Artisan Inn . . .  . . . and a dish served in the inn’s Twine Loft restaurant

The area’s wildlife, including puffins . . .  . . . and whales, is another draw for visitors © Alamy
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